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ABSTRACT
Management services assist the management in the effective and efficient running of the organisation.
The Managers today make maximum use of management services for better profit and growth. As
stated in a United Nations publication, ‘the scientific approach, the inter disciplinary approach and the
comprehensive approach to problems had continued to broaden the horizon of management
improvement. The task of management services was to utilize whatever technology might offer and,
in combination with sound human insight, to strive towards the improvement of government
activities’. The Public Administrators responsible for ‘Good Governance’ are charged with the
responsibility for continuing study, analysis, evaluation and review of all aspects of government
functions. They make use of management services so as to choose right means, time, mode and
achieve targets entrusted to the executive branch of the government. Today there is a decline in the
interest of Administrators in making proper use of management services which ultimately affect
public good services delivery and the resources. As management services occupy an important place
in the scheme of administrative reforms, an attempt is made to understand the importance and the
need for ‘studies in government’. The author made an attempt to identify the reasons for steady
decline in the number of employees specially engaged for conducting various studies in Government
and also to suggest some improvement measures for development of studies in government.
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